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Summary:

Motivated by a study conducted to evaluate the associations of 51 inflammatory markers and lung cancer risk,

we propose several approaches of varying computational complexity for analyzing multiple correlated markers that

are also censored due to lower and/or upper limits of detection, using likelihood-based sufficient dimension reduction

(SDR) methods. We extend the theory and the likelihood-based SDR framework in two ways: (a) we accommodate

censored predictors directly in the likelihood, and (b) we incorporate variable selection. We find linear combinations

that contain all the information that the correlated markers have on an outcome variable (i.e. are sufficient for

modeling and prediction of the outcome) while accounting for censoring of the markers. These methods yield efficient

estimators and can be applied to any type of outcome, including continuous and categorical. We illustrate and

compare all methods using data from the motivating study and in simulations. We find that explicitly accounting

for the censoring in the likelihood of hte SDR methods can lead to appreciable gains in efficiency and prediction

accuracy, and also outperformed multiple imputations combined with standard SDR.
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1. Introduction

New technologies allow investigators to measure multiple biomarkers simultaneously for

research on disease etiology, diagnosis, and outcomes following diagnosis. A recent example is

the development of a marker panel to study the impact of chronic inflammation and immune

dysregulation on cancer risk. To comprehensively evaluate a wide range of markers to eluci-

date pathways involved in carcinogenesis, investigators at the National Cancer Institute and

various companies designed a multiplex immune panel capable of measuring up to 79 analytes

simultaneously. This panel has been used in several epidemiologic investigations of cancer,

including one that motivated our work, conducted to assess associations of inflammatory

markers and lung cancer risk and the potential of an “inflammation score” for lung cancer

risk prediction (Shiels et al., 2015).

The analysis of multimarker panel data poses two challenges. First, the fairly high dimen-

sionality of the correlated markers makes modeling and variable selection challenging. Second,

censoring of marker measurements due to lower and upper limits of detection needs to be

accommodated in the analysis to avoid inconsistent or inefficient results. For example, in the

lung cancer study serum levels of 51 inflammation markers were analyzed. The percentage

of values below the lowest limit of detection (LLOD) was < 25% for 38 markers, 25% to

75% for 7 markers, and 75% to 98% for 6 markers. Five markers had both, lower and

upper limits of detection. For analyses, marker levels were categorized, where the choices

of category cut-points were dependent on the amount of censored data. Markers with < 25%

of individuals below the LLOD were categorized into quartiles and markers with > 75% of

individuals below the LLOD were categorized as “undetectable” and “detectable”. Using

these categories, eleven markers were associated with lung cancer risk in marginal logistic

regression models (Shiels et al., 2015). However, categorization of continuous markers can

lead to a loss of information and thus loss of power to detect associations. Categorization
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also distorts marker correlations which limits joint analysis of all the markers and the ability

to fully interpret any findings.

Only a few approaches have been proposed to combine multiple correlated markers that

are also left and/or right censored. For a binary outcome, Dong et al. (2014) estimated the

moments of correlated markers with LLODs separately in the two outcome groups assuming

multivariate censored normal distributions, and used the estimated moments to combine the

markers into a linear score for prediction. A popular approach to handle censored values

is to impute them. As censored data are not missing at random (see Rubin, 1987), the

missing data mechanism needs to be modeled. Lee, Kong, and Weissfeld (2012) used Gibbs

sampling to impute left censored marker values assuming multivariate normality and also

allowed the marker means to depend on covariates or the outcome. The imputed marker

values were then included in a regression model and the additional variability from the

imputation was accommodated in the variance estimation (Rubin, 1987). However, this

approach is computationally challenging with many correlated markers, and the authors

limited investigations to two and three markers. Additionally, multiple imputation may not

yield efficient results and methods for variable selection are limited (Chen and Wang, 2013).

To directly address the question how censored markers relate to a particular outcome we

propose several approaches of varying computational complexity using sufficient dimension

reduction (SDR) methods, specifically likelihood-based SDR (Cook and Forzani, 2008, 2009)

assuming that the markers given the response are normal. We extend the theory and the

likelihood-based SDR framework in two ways (Section 3): (a) we accommodate censored

predictors directly in the likelihood, and (b) we incorporate variable selection in the likelihood

via a penalty term. We propose an EM algorithm to find linear combinations that contain

all the information in correlated markers, i.e. are sufficient, for modeling and prediction

of an outcome variable, while accounting for left and right censoring of the markers. These
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methods yield efficient estimators and can be applied to continuous and categorical outcomes.

We compare them extensively to various other SDR approaches and to multiple imputations

using the lung cancer data (Section 4) and simulations (Section 5).

2. Background: sufficient dimension reduction (SDR)

We briefly introduce linear SDR methodology to provide the context for SDR for regression

or classification with censored predictors.

2.1 Overview of sufficient dimension reduction approaches

We are interested in inferring the relationship between a univariate response variable Y and

a covariate vector Z = (Z1, . . . , Zp)
T ∈ R

p. When p is large, modeling is challenging as is

the visualization of Y as a function of the covariates. The goal of dimension reduction is to

reduce the complexity of the regression/classification problem. In particular, SDR (Cook,

1998) aims to find a function R : R
p → R

d with d 6 p, that contains the same information

about Y as Z. That is, F (Y |Z) = F (Y |R(Z)), where F (·|·) is the conditional distribution of

Y given the second argument. This version of dimension reduction is called sufficient because

R(Z) replaces Z without any loss of information on Y . With a few exceptions (e.g. Bura

and Forzani, 2015), mostly linear sufficient transformations, R(Z) = αTZ with α ∈ R
p×d,

have been used in SDR methodology (e.g. Cook and Forzani, 2008). The reduction αTZ

is not unique since for any invertible matrix A ∈ R
d×d, F (Y |αTZ) = F (Y |AαT Z), and

therefore the parameter of interest is not α per se but the span of its columns. In the sequel

α = (α1, . . . ,αd) denotes a basis of the linear subspace spanned by the columns of α, and

R(Z) = αT Z = (αT
1 Z, . . . ,αT

d Z) a linear sufficient reduction for the regression of Y on Z.

The dimension d of α is called the structural dimension of the regression of Y on Z, and

can take on any value in the set {0, 1, . . . , p}. When d < p the complexity of the regression

is reduced. See Cook (1998) for further details.

Originally, SDR methods estimated α using functions of moments of the conditional
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distribution of Z|Y , i.e. using inverse regression (IR). IR has the advantage that modeling p

predictors given a univariate Y is much simpler than the forward modeling of Y as a function

of p variables. These methods, e.g. Sliced Average Variance Estimation (SAVE; Cook and

Weisberg, 1991), which we use later in this paper, require different conditions on the marginal

distribution of Z to hold to yield sufficient reductions.

Recently, likelihood-based IR has been proposed, which makes distributional assumptions

on Z|Y (e.g. Cook, 2007; Cook and Forzani, 2008, 2009). It derives from the fact that

Y |Z
d
= Y |R(Z) iff Z|(R(Z), Y )

d
= Z|R(Z). (1)

The equivalence in (1) means that if one treats Y as a parameter and finds a sufficient

statistic R(Z) for Y using the distribution of Z|Y , then R(Z) is also a sufficient reduction

for Z in the forward regression of Y on Z (Cook, 2007). It also reveals that the intrinsic

dimension of the regression of Y on Z is the dimension of the sufficient statistic for Y in

the inverse model Z|Y . This result is the basic premise of likelihood-based IR which has two

main features: (a) the reduction is sufficient, in contrast to moment-based approaches; and

(b) the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of the reduction can be obtained.

2.2 Likelihood-based SDR

We focus on two likelihood-based SDR methods to find the MLE of the linear reductions of

the predictors: Principal Fitted Components (PFC; Cook and Forzani, 2008) and Likelihood

Acquired Directions (LAD, Cook and Forzani, 2009). Before we discuss the application and

extension of these methods to censored data, we first summarize them.

Both LAD and PFC require that Z|Y be normally distributed to find the sufficient

reduction and its MLE. Both methods yield consistent estimators of the sufficient reduction

when the normality assumption is relaxed, and conditions are placed on the first two moments

of Z (Sections 3.2 and 4 of Cook and Forzani, 2008, 2009, respectively). For PFC, Z depends

on Y only through its conditional mean, while for LAD the dependence extends to the
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conditional variance. Consider the following multivariate model for the inverse regression of

Z on Y

Zy := Z|(Y = y) = µy + ε, ε ∼ Np(0,∆y), (2)

where µy ∈ R
p×1 and var(Z|Y = y) = ∆y in LAD, or var(Z|Y = y) = ∆ in PFC. The

conditional mean µy, as well as ∆y, are unknown functions of y, with ∆y and ∆ positive

definite and otherwise unconstrained. Let µ = E(µy) and ∆ = E(∆y). The goal is to find

a sufficient reduction R(Z) = αT Z with α ∈ R
p×d and rank(α) = d < p. Under model (2),

Theorem 1 of Cook and Forzani (2009) determines that

span(α) = ∆−1span(µY − µ, Y ∈ SY ) ∪ span(∆−1
Y − ∆−1, Y ∈ SY ), (3)

where SY is the sample space of Y . Notice that when ∆Y does not depend on Y , span(∆−1
Y −

∆−1) is an empty set and the shifted and scaled conditional mean µY contains all the

information about the reduction α. When ∆Y is not constant, (3) states that to recover

span(α), the contribution of the inverse regression variance is also needed. If orthogonal

directions to ∆−1span(µY − µ) lie in the span(∆−1
Y − ∆−1), these directions together with

∆−1span(µY −µ) comprise a sufficient reduction. Using (3) we rewrite the parameters as

µY −µ = ∆ανY and ∆Y −∆ = ∆αTY αT∆, (4)

where νY ∈ R
d×1, d = dim(∆−1span(µY − µ, Y ∈ SY ) ∪ span(∆−1

Y − ∆−1, Y ∈ SY )) with

E(νY ) = 0 and TY ∈ R
d×d with E(TY ) = 0 (Cook and Forzani, 2009, Proposition 1).

To facilitate the optimization of the likelihood for Z|Y with respect to the parameters of

interest in (2), based on Proposition 2, Cook and Forzani (2009), an alternative way to write

model (2) under (4) is

αTZ|Y ∼ N(αTνY + αT∆ανY ,α
T ∆Y α), (5)

αT
0 Z|(αT Z, Y ) ∼ N(HαT Z + (αT

0 − HαT )µ,D), (6)
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where νY ∈ R
d×1, D = (αT

0 ∆−1α0)
−1, H = (αT

0 ∆α)(αT∆α)−1, and α0 ∈ R
p×(p−d) is the

semi-orthogonal complement of α. For PFC, ∆Y is replaced by ∆ in (5).

For a random sample (Yi,Zi), i = 1, . . . , n, using (5) and (6), the likelihood is

Ld(Z|Y = y) = −
np

2
log 2π−

n

2
log |D|−

1

2

∑

y

ny log |αT∆yα|−
1

2

∑

y

nytr
(
KD−1KT∆̃y

)

−
1

2

∑

y

ny

[
αT (z̃y − µ − ∆ανy)

]T (
αT ∆yα

)−1 [
αT (z̃y − µ − ∆ανy)

]

−
1

2

∑

y

ny (z̃y − µ)T KD−1KT (z̃y − µ) −
1

2

∑

y

nytr
(
αT∆̃yα

(
αT ∆yα

)−1
)
, (7)

where ny denotes the sample size, z̃y the sample mean and ∆̃y the corresponding sample

covariance matrix in the outcome group Y = y (see (10), Cook and Forzani, 2009). The

matrices D and H are defined in the text below equation (6) and K = α0−αHT . Under LAD,

the parameters in (7) are θLAD = (α,µ,νy,D,H,∆,αT ∆yα), and under PFC (∆Y = ∆)

θPFC = (α,µ,νy,D,H,α
T∆α). To compute the MLE α̂ of the sufficient reduction αT Z,

maximizing (7) for all the parameters θLAD or θPFC is required.

Remark: The above likelihood can be modified for continuous Y . For PFC, this is done

using a linear model for νY , νY = βfY , where β ∈ R
d×r , d 6 r has rank d and fY ∈ R

r is a

known vector-valued function of Y with E(fY ) = 0 (see Cook (2007) for details). The choice

of fY can be guided by the p plots of Zj versus Y, j = 1, . . . , p. For LAD, the sample space

SY for a continuous Y is divided into H non-overlapping slices S1, . . . , SH and then modeled

based on equation (2), where µh = E(Z|Y ∈ Sh) and ∆y = var(Z|Y ∈ Sh), h = 1, . . . , H

are the within slice moments.

3. Likelihood-based SDR for censored predictors

We present several approaches for applying likelihood-based SDR to censored data and

then extend the theory and the likelihood framework of Section 2.2 in two ways: (a) we

accommodate censored predictors directly, and (b) we incorporate variable selection in the

LAD likelihood via a penalty term.
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3.1 Sufficient dimension reduction for censored predictors

As in Section 2, let Y denote the response and Z = (Z1, . . . , Zp)
T the markers that relate

to Y through equation (2). However, instead of Z, we only observe a censored version X =

(X1, . . . , Xp)
T defined component-wise using the indicator function I as

Xj = ZjI(aj,bj)(Zj) + ajI(∞,aj ](Zj) + bjI[bj ,∞)(Zj), (8)

where aj and bj are the known lower and upper detection limits for marker j = 1, . . . , p.

Theorem 1: Assume Z and Y are related through model (2) and X are the censored

observations based on Z defined in (8). If α satisfies (3), i.e. R(Z) = αT Z is the sufficient

reduction for the regression of Y on Z, then R(X) = αT X is a sufficient reduction for the

regression of Y on X.

Proof. From Section 2.2, for α given by (3), Z|(R(Z) = αT Z, Y ) does not depend on Y .

Thus for any realization x of X, where S(x) is the set of possible values of Z given by (8),

f(X = x|R(X) = R(x), Y ) = f(Z ∈ S(x)|R(Z) ∈ R(S(x)), Y )

= f(Z ∈ S(x)|R(Z) ∈ R(S(x))) = f(X = x|R(X) = R(x)).

Following Cook (2007), the above equality implies that R(X) = αTX is a sufficient reduction

for the regression of Y on X, i.e. the coefficients in the linear combinations of the reduction

of the censored X are the same as the coefficients of Z, if the latter were observed.

3.2 PFC and LAD for censored predictors

We propose several approaches to estimating the sufficient reduction for censored predictors

that we compare extensively using the inflammation marker data example and in simulations.

PFC and LAD: The simplest approach is to apply standard PFC or LAD to the censored

observations X given by (8). Under model (2) for Z, X satisfy moment conditions that ensure

consistent estimation of R(X) = αTX based on LAD and PFC (Cook and Forzani, 2008,

2009). However, the resulting estimates α̂ are not efficient, as they are not MLEs.
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PFC and LAD with moments computed under censoring (cmPFC, cmLAD): A

somewhat improved approach is to replace the moment estimates in (7) with those estimated

under censoring, e.g. using the algorithm proposed by Lee and Scott (2012). “Censored

moments LAD” (cmLAD) and cmPFC lead to consistent but not efficient estimates α̂.

PFC and LAD applied to data with censored values imputed (MI-PFC, MI-

LAD): In the groups defined by Y we estimated µ̂y, ∆̂y using a censored normal distribution

separately. We then created ten imputed datasets by imputing censored values zim for study

subject i from the conditional normal distribution zim|zio, with parameters derived from

µ̂y, ∆̂y. The imputed data sets are analyzed using PFC and LAD.

PFC and LAD likelihood for censored predictors (cPFC, cLAD): Here we extend

the theory for PFC and LAD estimation to censored predictors and obtain MLEs of α.

All coordinates of Z that fall outside the detectable range,
∏p

j=1(aj, bj), are censored and

their exact values are unknown. For a given sample (Yi,Xi), i = 1, . . . , n, each vector Xi

may have different censoring pattern. We thus index the censored (missing) and uncensored

(observed) coordinates by mi and oi, respectively, so that the related random vector Zi

can be partitioned into Zi = [ZT
mi
,ZT

oi
]T , where Zmi

= (Z
(j)
i , j = 1, . . . , |mi|) denotes the

censored and Zoi
= (Z

(j)
i , j = 1, . . . , |oi|) denotes the uncensored components of Zi. We do

not re-arrange the vector Zi in this pattern, this representation is used merely for notational

convenience. The distribution of the observed vector Xi|Yi for sample i is

f(Xi|Yi) =

∫

Xcmi

f(Zoi
,Zmi

|Yi)dZmi
= f(Zoi

|Yi)

∫

Xcmi

f(Zmi
|Zoi

, Yi)dZmi
(9)

where the integration is only over the censored coordinates, and Xcmi
denotes the corre-

sponding integration range, Xcmi
=

∏
k∈mi

(−∞, ak]
I(Zmik

=ak)[bk,∞)I(Zmik
=bk). To estimate α

we need to maximize the observed likelihood

Ld(X|Y = y) =
∏

y

ny∏

i=1

[
1

(2π|∆y|)p/2

∫

Xcmi

exp(−
1

2
(ziy − µy)

T∆−1
y (ziy − µy))dZmi

]
,
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where µy and ∆y satisfy conditions (4).

3.3 Estimation of the reduction: the cPFC and cLAD algorithms

To avoid dealing with the integral form of (9), we employ an EM algorithm similar to Lee

and Scott (2012) to iteratively maximize the auxiliary function

Q(θ|θ(t)) =
∑

y

ny∑

i=1

E
Zmiy|Zoiy,Xcmi

;θ(t)`d(Zi|Yi = y), (10)

where `d(Zi|Yi) = logLd(Zi|Yi) is the joint log-likelihood of the observed and censored

components of Zi|Yi under model (7), and θ(t) = (α(t),µ(t),ν
(t)
y ,D(t),H(t),α(t)T∆(t)

y α(t))

is the estimate of θ at iteration t. The EM algorithm has the following steps:

Initialization: we start with values θ(0) = (α(0),µ(0),ν
(0)
y ,D(0),H(0),∆(0),α(0)T ∆(0)

y α(0)),

obtained by maximizing (7) with the first and second moments computed under censoring

using the algorithm in Lee and Scott (2012).

E-step: For fixed θ(t) the auxiliary function Q(θ|θ(t)) in (10) is given by (7), with the first

and second sample moments replaced by

z̃y =
1

ny

ny∑

i=1

E
Zmiy |Zoiy,,Xcmi

;θ(t){ziy}, (11)

∆̃y =
1

ny

ny∑

i=1

E
Zmiy |Zoiy ,Xcmi

;θ(t){(ziy − z̃y)(ziy − z̃y)
T}, (12)

Details on the computations are given in Appendix A, Supplemental Material.

M-step: To maximize Q(θ|θ(t)) with respect to θ, we partially maximize it sequentially

with respect to νy, µ, α∆yα, H and D, considering α fixed, and then compute α̂. Finding

α̂ is a Grassmann manifold optimization problem. A Grassmann manifold G(d,p) is defined

as the subspace of R
p with dimension d 6 p that corresponds to a hyperplane through the

origin (Edelman et al., 1999). To obtain α̂ we proceed as follows.

Estimating α̂ for cLAD: Here we maximize the log likelihood function

−
np

2
(1 + log 2π) +

n

2
log |PαΣ̃Pα|0 −

n

2
log |Σ̃| −

1

2

∑

y

ny log |Pα∆̃yPα|0, (13)
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over span(α) ∈ G(d,p),where Pα = α(αTα)−1αT denotes the projection onto span(α), |A|0

the product of the nonzero eigenvalues of the positive semidefinite symmetric matrix A, and

∆̃ =
1

n

∑

y

ny∆̃y and Σ̃ = ∆̃ + M̃, (14)

with

M̃ =
1

n

∑

y

ny(z̃y − z̃)(z̃y − z̃)T and z̃ =
1

n

∑

y

nyz̃y. (15)

Details on the M-step and on estimating α are given in Appendices B and C, respectively.

Estimating α̂ for cPFC: To find α̂ for cPFC, i.e. when ∆Y = ∆, is much simpler. The last

term of (13) is replaced by −n
2
log |Pα∆̃Pα|0 and an explicit solution is given by span(α) =

∆̃
−1/2

span(γ), where γ are the first d eigenvectors of ∆̃
−1/2

Σ̃∆̃
−1/2

.

Once α̂ is obtained, the MLEs for the other parameters are:

∆̂ =

[
Σ̃

−1
+ α̂

(
α̂

T ∆̃α̂
)−1

α̂
T − α̂

(
α̂

T Σ̃α̂
)−1

α̂
T

]−1

,

∆̂y = ∆̂ + ∆̂α̂
(
α̂

T∆̃α̂
)−1

α̂
T (∆̃y − ∆̂)α̂

(
α̂

T ∆̃α̂
)−1

α̂
T∆̂,

Σ̂ = ∆̂ +
1

n

∑

y

ny(µ̂y − µ)(µ̂y − µ)T , µ̂ =
1

n

∑

y

nyz̃y, and µ̂y = µ̂ + ∆̂α̂ν̂y.

After the algorithm has converged, the final estimate θ(T ) yields the MLE of the model

parameters and the reduced predictors are estimated by α̂
T X.

3.4 Variable selection

In addition to reducing the dimension of the markers, it is desirable to identify the variables

associated with the outcome and remove irrelevant and redundant ones when computing lin-

ear combinations. This is important for etiologic research, to make results more interpretable

and facilitate replication and translation of findings to clinical settings, and for prediction

purposes, as the accuracy of a classifier may be diminished if it includes many noisy variables.

To identify predictors that are conditionally independent of Y , following Chen et al. (2010),
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we incorporate a group lasso type penalty into the log-likelihood (10),

Ld(X|Y ) − λ

p∑

j=1

||αj||2, (16)

where αj, the jth row of α, corresponds to all the coefficients for the jth predictor Xj ,

and ||.||2 denotes the Euclidean norm. This penalty term exploits the non-differentiability of

||αj||2 at αj = 0, setting whole rows αj exactly to zero. Thus Xj does not contribute to the

projection αTX and can be discarded for modeling Y . The tuning parameter λ determines

the sparsity of the solution. Chen et al. (2010) show that the penalty in (16) is coordinate

independent and has the oracle property.

When the EM algorithm is used for estimation, the penalty term should be added to

the auxiliary function Q in (10). As choosing an optimal value of λ in each EM iteration

is computationally challenging, we first estimate the non-regularized parameters for any of

the likelihood-based methods, and then select variables in an additional step. For the PFC

based methods this is done following the approach in Chen et al. (2010). For the LAD

based methods, however, optimization of (16) is computationally difficult. We thus find a

regularized estimator based on a simpler convex approximation to Ld(X|Y ) based on a trace

operator. Let S = log(∆̂
−1/2

Σ̂∆̂
−1/2

) − n−1
∑

y ny log(∆̂
−1/2

∆̂y∆̂
−1/2

), with Σ̂ and ∆̂y

estimated using the non-penalized algorithm for LAD, cmLAD, or cLAD. Under model (4)

the maximizer γ∗ of the population version of the objective function Jd(X|Y ) = tr(γTSγ) is

the same as the maximizer α∗ of the population version of (10), in the sense that span(α∗) ≡

∆−1/2span(γ∗) and Ld(X|Y )|α∗
= Jd(X|Y )|γ∗

, where ∆ = E(∆y) (Cook et al., 2014). The

solution γ∗ that maximizes tr(γT Sγ) are the easily computed d leading eigenvectors of S.

Though the equivalence between (13) and the trace approximation holds in the population,

it is our experience that for finite samples the trace-based estimates γ̂ are indeed very close
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to α̂. Thus, instead of (16) we maximize

Jd(X|Y ) − λ

p∑

j=1

‖(∆̂
−1/2

γ)j‖2 = Jd(X|Y ) − ρ(V), (17)

with V = ∆̂
−1/2

γ. The solution to (17) is computed iteratively based on quadratic local

approximations of ρ(V) described in detail in Chen et al. (2010). In each iteration irrelevant

variables are removed, until the subspace spanned by γ(t) does not change from one iteration

to the next. In the initial step, γ(0), the non-penalized solution for (13) serves as a starting

value and the covariance matrices estimated by LAD, cmLAD or cLAD are used to compute

S. In the t-th iteration we use that the matrix derivative of ∂ρ/∂V is approximated around

Ṽ(t) = ∆̂
−1/2

γ(t) by ∂ρ
∂V

≈ diag(1/||ṽ
(t)
1 ||, . . . , 1/||ṽ

(t)
p ||)V := G(t)V, where vi denotes the i-th

row vector of V, and thus after a second order Taylor expansion, ρ(V) ≈ 1
2
tr{VT G(t)V}+C0,

where the constant C0 does not depend on V. Finding the minimizer of (17) in the t-th

iteration step is thus done by finding

γ̂
(t+1) = arg min

{
γT (

1

2
∆̂

−1/2
G(t)∆̂

−1/2
− Ŝ)γ

}
. (18)

The iteration is stopped when the angle between the subspace spanned by γ(t) and γ(t−1) is

less than a given tolerance level ε. The regularization parameter λ in (17) is chosen using a

BIC type criterion (see Chen et al., 2010). Algorithm 1 (Supplemental Material) summarizes

the variable selection procedure.

4. Data example: analysis of inflammation markers

We illustrate the methods using data from a study conducted within the Prostate, Lung,

Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial to identify further associations of serum

inflammation markers with lung cancer risk (Shiels et al., 2015). In addition to providing

biologic insights into lung carcinogenesis, assessing the utility of an “inflammation score”

based on marker combinations for risk stratification is of interest. Levels of 51 inflammation

markers were measured in serum (Supplemental Table 1). After excluding 4 markers that
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performed poorly, we analyzed 47 markers with 0-75% censoring. We estimated associations

of the markers with binary case-control status (Y = 0, 1) using 509 cases and 606 controls.

In controls, we also assessed marker associations with never (n = 146), former (n = 247)

and current (n = 213) smoking status (Y = 0, 1, 2). For each outcome, we estimated the

sufficient reduction using cLAD and cPFC, cmLAD and cmPCF, and MI-LAD and MI-PFC

(see Section 3.2). We inferred the intrinsic dimension d using AIC.

4.1 Results for marker selection.

For the lung cancer outcome, d̂ was 6 for all LAD based methods, and d̂ = 1 for all PFC based

approaches. However, for binary Y , PFC methods can identify at most a single dimension.

Table 1 shows the markers selected by each method: cLAD selected ten markers, LAD and

MI-LAD seven, and cmLAD selected eight markers. Among them, five markers were identified

by all LAD based methods. On the other hand, cPFC and cmPFC selected two markers,

while PFC and MI-PFC selected the same two and one additional marker. The two markers

selected by cPCF were also identified by cLAD. Several markers, including CXCL9MIG,

CRP and IL1RA, that were associated with lung cancer risk in Shiels et al. (2015) were

also identified by some or all of our methods. All methods selected CXCL9MIG. With

the exception of LAD and MI-LAD all methods identified CRP . However, only cLAD and

cmLAD identified IL1RA as an associated marker.

For the smoking outcome, we estimated d̂ = 8 for cLAD and cmLAD, and d = 9 for LAD

and MI-LAD, while all PFC based methods estimated d̂ = 2. cLAD identified ten markers,

LAD thirteen, cmLAD eleven and MI-LAD twelve. Seven markers were selected by all LAD

based methods. cPFC, cmPFC and MI-PFC identified eight markers, and PFC seven and

the methods had six selected markers in common. Of the ten markers selected by cLAD, six

were also selected by cPCF. All methods identified IL7, IP10, SAP, TARC and TNFβ.

As CRP and CXCL9MIG were only associated with lung cancer risk but not smoking,
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it strengthens the evidence for their etiologic role in lung cancer development rather than

through inflammation caused by smoking.

4.2 Predictive performance.

We assessed the performance of an “inflammation score” for lung cancer risk prediction, based

on the d linear predictors α̂TX, where α̂ was estimated by the methods described in Section

3.2. We used quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) and polytomous or binary logistic

regression as prediction rules ψ, i.e. ψ(αTX) = arg maxh∈SY
φd(α̂

TX; µ̂h, ∆̂h)ph, where φd is

a d-dimensional normal density, µ̂h and ∆̂h are the empirical moments of α̂T X|(Y = h) and

ph is the prior probability of Y = h, or ψ(αT X) = arg maxh∈SY
= β0h + β̂

′

h(α̂
T X), where β̂h

is the d-dimensional vector of log-odds ratios for Y = h and β0 = ln(ph/p0). We estimated

all parameters from the same data used to estimate α̂.

The predictive performance of the proposed dimension reduction methods was also com-

pared to that of SAVE, a second moment-based IR method (Cook and Weisberg, 1991),

computed both using moments based on X, and using moments computed under censoring,

assuming multivariate normal markers (cmSAVE). For the LAD and SAVE based methods

we used d = 1, 2 and 5, and for the PFC based methods we let d = 1 or d = 1, 2 (for the

smoking outcome), and the optimal d selected by AIC. We also assessed the performance of

a classifier that included all X in QDA or logistic models as main effects, and after multiple

imputation using moments estimated assuming censored multivariate normal data (MI-X).

To quantify predictive performance, we estimated the prediction error E[I{Y 6= ψ(α̂TX)}],

based on twenty-fold cross validation. For binary Y we also computed the AUC, the area

under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, that can be expressed as the

probability that the scalar predictive score for a randomly selected case exceeds that for

a randomly selected control (Pepe (1994), page 67). Of two prediction models the one

with the larger AUC has “better” predictive performance. We used β0h + β̂
′

h(α̂
T X) or

φd(α̂
T X; µ̂h, ∆̂h)ph, h = 0, 1 as a score in the AUC computation.
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For binary Y , cLAD with QDA and the optimal d̂ = 6 had the lowest prediction error

(0.25), followed by cmLAD with QDA and d̂ = 6 (0.29) (Table 2). The prediction errors

for LAD with d̂ = 6 and cPCF were similar for QDA and much higher than other LAD

based methods (0.41 for LAD, 0.40 for cPFC). For logistic regression the differences between

methods were less pronounced, with prediction errors ranging from 0.35 for cLAD to 0.40

for LAD for LAD based methods, and from 0.39 for cPFC to 0.43 for cmPFC for PFC based

ones. Using X directly in QDA resulted in much higher prediction errors (0.59) than using

imputed predictors (0.47), while logistic regression yielded similar predictive performance

for X and MI-X.

Similar patterns emerged for the categorical smoking outcome, however, the predictive

performance of the LAD or PFC based methods was more similar than for binary Y . Again,

cLAD with d̂ and QDA had the lowest prediction error (0.26). For d = 1 and d = 2, logistic

regression based prediction resulted in lower errors than using QDA, while for d = 5 and d̂,

QDA had lower errors. All LAD and PFC based methods had better predictive performance

than SAVE, cmSAVE, using X or MI-X. For d = 1, PFC-based methods had much lower

prediction errors than LAD-based methods for all classifiers and outcomes.

cLAD with d̂ = 6 had the highest AUC= 0.676, i.e. the best discriminatory performance,

followed by cPFC with AUC=0.649, both with logistic regression as the classifier (Table

3). When QDA was the classifier, cPFC had the highest AUC, 0.644, followed by cLAD

with AUC=0.641 for d̂ = 6. For d = 1, PFC based methods had AUC values between 0.60

and 0.65, and performed better than all LAD methods with the same classifier. LAD based

methods however resulted in better discrimination when larger d was used. Both SAVE and

cmSAVE resulted in lower AUCs than using X or MI-X directly in QDA or logistic regression.

For all methods logistic classifiers produced higher AUCs than QDA. Results when variable

selection was included in the procedures are in Supplemental Table 2.
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5. Simulation study

5.1 Set-up and data generation

We studied the impact of the number of predictors p, the dimension of the central subspace

d, the amount of censoring (%C) and the sample size, ny, in the groups Y = y on the

performance of cLAD, cPFC, LAD, PFC, SAVE, cmLAD, cmPFC and cmSAVE. We let

p = 10, 20 and 30, d = 1, 2 and d = 3 (assumed to be known), and ny = 100 and ny = 500 for

binary and categorical Y . All results in the tables are means over 200 repetitions for the same

setting. For each setting we generated censored data X with 10%, 20% and 30% censoring for

all markers based on Z|Y ∼ Np(µy,∆y), where µy and ∆y depend on Y through νY and TY

in (4). We chose the parameters in (4) to yield correlations between predictors ranging from

0.2 to 0.35, similar to the real data example (the exact values are given in the Supplement).

We also assessed robustness of the methods to violations of normality by generating markers

from a two-component normal mixture model, Z|Y ∼ 0.85Np(µ
1
y,∆

1
y) + 0.15Np(µ

2
y,∆

2
y).

The moments (µ1
y,∆

1
y) were µ1

y = µy and ∆1
y = ∆y as in the normal model. To perturb the

right tails of the corresponding marginals we let µ2
y = µ1

y + 3.51. ∆2
y and ∆1

y corresponded

to the same correlations, but ∆2
y had smaller variances. Only left censoring was used in this

scenario.

5.2 Accuracy of estimates of α and the moments µY and ∆Y of Z|Y

First we assessed how well α and the moments in each group defined by Y are estimated. As

the distance between the true and estimated spaces span(α) and span(α̂) we used ||Pcα −

Pα||F , where ||.||F is the Frobenius norm and Pα the orthogonal projection onto span(α).

The differences between the estimated and the true moments are measured by the Euclidean

and Frobenius norms, respectively as ||µ̂Y − µY ||/||µY ||, ||∆̂Y − ∆Y ||F/||∆Y ||F .

When ∆0 6= ∆1, cLAD estimated α and all moments substantially better than all other

methods for all values of ny, p and %C (Table 4, Supplemental Table 3). The improvement
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of cLAD ranged from 20% to 23% compared to cmLAD, which was the second best method,

and from 34% to 31% compared to cPFC, which was the third best method, followed by

cmSAVE. cmSAVE resulted in better estimation of α and the moments than LAD and PFC

applied directly to X. SAVE had the poorest performance of all methods. We show results

for d = 3 and present qualitatively similar findings for d = 1 in Supplemental Tables 4-5.

When ∆Y = ∆, as expected, cPFC performed somewhat better in estimating α and the

moments of the distributions than cLAD. Otherwise the results (Supplemental Tables 6-9)

were similar to those in Table 4. The same pattern was seen for continuous Y (Supplemental

Table 10). Here cPFC also performed better than cLAD or LAD. However, the small gain

in efficiency by using cPFC comes at the cost of assuming equal group covariance matrices.

5.3 Predictor selection

To study the ability of regularized versions of cLAD, LAD, cmLAD, cPFC, PFC and cmPFC

to identify predictors truly associated with Y we computed the average number of true

positives (TPs),

TP =
1

I

I∑

i=1

∑p
k=1 I(Xik correctly selected)∑p

k=1 I(Xik selected)
,

where I = 500 was the number of repetitions using the same setting.

cLAD had the highest TP rate (82-88%) followed by cmLAD (78-88%) and cPFC (75-84%).

For LAD, TP ranged from 62-75% and for PFC from 58-80% (Table 5). For all methods the

TP rate decreased as censoring increased, ranging from a 5-15% drop, but the impact was

more noticeable for LAD and PFC than for all other methods.

While TP was slightly lower when Z was generated from a mixture of normals, the overall

pattern of performance of the methods was similar to the normal settings. However, censoring

had a stronger impact, e.g. for ny = 500, p = 30 and d = 1 with 10% censoring the TP rate

for cLAD was 0.808, while it was 0.781 and 0.759 for 20% and 30% censoring, respectively.
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The reduction in performance as the percent of censoring increased was less pronounced for

cLAD and cmLAD than for LAD.

5.4 Predictive performance

Here we generated binary and categorical Y with ny = 500, p = 30, d = 2 and 30% censoring.

The basis matrix α was obtained by applying orthonormalization to α̃ = (α̃T
1 0d×10)

T , where

the entries in α̃1 were randomly sampled from {0, 1}. We used linear combinations obtained

from cLAD, LAD, cmLAD, cPFC, PFC and cmPFC with regularization for variable selection,

and αT Z (an “oracle” procedure) in QDA and polytomous/binary logistic regression as

prediction rules. We estimated the prediction error based on using five-fold cross-validation.

First we generated Z from normal distributions with means and covariances given in (4),

with different ∆Y . For binary Y , the prediction error for the oracle procedure was 0.091 for

both QDA and logistic regression (Table 6). Using cLAD resulted in only slightly higher

prediction errors, 0.097 for logistic regression and 0.121 for QDA, followed by cmLAD

and cPFC. LAD and PFC had prediction errors around 20% for both QDA and logistic

regression for binary outcomes. For categorical Y all methods had slighlty larger prediction

errors, including the oracle. However, the improvement in prediction based on cLAD was

more pronounced than for binary Y . E.g. cLAD had prediction error 13% for QDA and

11% for logistic regression, compared to 18% and 17% for cmLAD and cPFC and 29% and

26% for LAD. For categorical Y , using polytomous logistic regression models resulted in

slightly better predictions over QDA than seen for binary Y . The performance of methods

in estimating α corresponded closely to the prediction performance, with cLAD providing

the best estimation of α̂, followed by cmLAD, cPFC, cmPFC then LAD and PFC.

When Z|Y were generated from a mixture of normals, all methods had higher prediction

errors than for normal data, including the oracle, which were obtained by using αTZ for

classification. However, the relative performance of the methods was similar to the normal
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case for the prediction error and also for the estimation of α (Table 7). cLAD had a 30%

higher rate than the oracle, followed by cmLAD, cPFC, cmPFC and LAD and PFC.

6. Discussion

We extended likelihood-based sufficient dimension reduction methods, particularly Principal

Fitted Components (PFC, Cook and Forzani, 2008) and Likelihood Acquired Directions

(LAD, Cook and Forzani, 2009), to regression or classification with censored predictors.

Using the full likelihood approaches (cLAD, cPFC) resulted in more precise estimation of

the central subspace and the moments of the distributions than applying LAD/PFC directly

to the censored data without accounting for the censoring, than cmLAD/cmPFC, that use

moments estimated under censoring and than MI-LAD/MI-PFC that applied LAD/PFC

after imputing censored values. While all methods provide consistent estimates of the suffi-

cient reduction, as moment conditions are satisfied even for the censored data, only cLAD

and cPFC are fully efficient. We also extended the coordinate-independent sparse estimation

algorithm (Chen et al., 2010) to cLAD to combine dimension reduction with variable selec-

tion. Our method thus allows to parsimoniously describe the data structure and discover

scientifically interesting features.

When we analyzed inflammation markers in relation to risk of lung cancer and smoking

status, all LAD-based approaches yielded fairly high estimates of dimension d (d > 6 for

case-control status, and d > 8 for the smoking outcome). This indicates that the relationship

between the markers and outcomes is complex, and simple modeling may result in a loss of

power to detect associations and for prediction. For binary case-control status, the AUC for

cLAD was 7% higher than the AUC for a score computed using all markers after multiple

imputations, and 6% higher than the AUC for a score from LAD applied directly to the

censored predictors, which is a substantial improvement in discriminatory performance Pepe
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et al. (2004). This is an important finding, as multiple imputations are popular for analyzing

missing data.

7. Supplemental Materials

Web Appendices A-F and additional Tables references in Sections 4 and 5 and MATLAB

software are available with this article at the Biometrics website on Wiley Online Library.
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Table 1
Markers selected by at least one method using penalized likelihood. The regularization parameter was set using AIC

Marker case-control status (binary Y )
cLAD LAD cmLAD MI-LAD cPFC PFC cmPFC MI-PFC

X6CKINE • • • •
BCA1
CRP • • • • • •

CTACK • • • •
CXCL11ITAC
CXCL9MIG • • • • • • • •

EGF
FGF2 • •
GRO • •

IL1RA • •
IL7
IP10
MDC

MIP1B • •
MIP1D

SAP
SEGFR • • • •
SILRII
SIL6R

SV EGFR2 • • • •
TARC • • •
TNFB •

Marker smoking status (categorical Y )
cLAD LAD cmLAD MI-LAD cPFC PFC cmPFC MI-PFC

X6CKINE
BCA1 • • •
CRP

CTACK • • • •
CXCL11ITAC • • •
CXCL9MIG • •

EGF • • • • •
FGF2 • • • • • • •
GRO

IL1RA • • •
IL7 • • • • • • • •
IP10 • • • • • • • •
MDC • • • • • •

MIP1B
MIP1D •

SAP • • • • • • • •
SEGFR •
SILRII •
SIL6R •

SV EGFR2
TARC • • • • • • • •
TNFB • • • • • • • •
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Table 2
Prediction error for cLAD, standard LAD, cPFC and standard PFC based on 20-fold cross validation for the lung
cancer data for case control status (binary Y ), and for the categorical smoking outcome Y with H = 3 categories

outcome Y prediction error based on
QDA logistic regression

d d
1 2 5 AIC best p 1 2 5 AIC best p

Binary cLAD .42 .39 .26 .25 (d̂=6) .42 .39 .36 .35 (d̂=6)

LAD .48 .44 .42 .41 (d̂=6) .48 .48 .40 .40 (d̂=6)

cmLAD .43 41 .30 .29 (d̂=6) .43 43 .39 .36 (d̂=6)

MI-LAD .45 .42 .40 .38 (d̂=6) .43 .42 39 .37 (d̂=6)
cPFC .40 .39
PFC .46 .43

cmPFC .43 .44
MI-PFC .44 .43
SAVE .49 .48 .47 .48 .48 .47

cmSAVE .48 .47 .45 .47 .46 .45
X .59 .46

MI-X .47 .45

Categorical cLAD .55 .43 .30 .26 (d̂=8) .55 .39 .31 .31(d̂=8)

LAD .60 .50 .36 .34 (d̂=9) .59 .45 .36 .36 (d̂=9)

cmLAD .58 .48 .34 .30 (d̂=8) .56 .42 .33 .32 (d̂=8)

MI-LAD .58 .48 .35 .30 (d̂=9) .56 .43 .33 .32 (d̂=9)
cPFC .42 .38 .39 .34
PFC .48 .40 .44 .37

cmPFC .46 .39 .44 .35
MI-PFC .46 .41 .44 .35
SAVE .64 60 .58 .61 .56 .54

cmSAVE .62 .58 .55 .59 .58 .52
X .54 .53

MI-X .50 .48
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Table 3
AUC for various algorithms based on 5-fold cross validation for the lung cancer data for case control status

(binary Y )

AUC based on
QDA logistic regression

d d
1 2 5 AIC best p 1 2 5 AIC best p

cLAD .582 .591 .633 .641 (d̂=6) .619 .652 .671 .676 (d̂=6)

LAD .531 .540 .578 .613 (d̂=6) .552 .574 .609 .619 (d̂=6)

cmLAD .564 .576 .603 .627 (d̂=6) .588 .613 .636 .647 (d̂=6)

MI-LAD .561 .578 .591 .622 (d̂=6) .595 .619 .633 .639 (d̂=6)
cPFC .644 .649
PFC .603 .615

cmPFC .618 .627
MI-PFC .611 .621
SAVE .519 .522 .543 . .512 .519 .540

cmSAVE .528 .533 .560 .531 .537 .568
X .568 .587

MI-X .586 .605
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Table 4
Evaluations of the parameter estimation of cLAD, LAD, cmLAD, cPFC, PFC, and cmPFC for ∆0 6= ∆1.
All numbers are means over 200 repetitions for each value of ny, the sample size in each group defined by

Y , C the % of censoring, p, the number of predictors and d, the true dimension of the model. The
parameter values for data generation based on the presentation in (4) are stated explicitly in the

Supplemental Material

ny , p, d method %C
||P

α̂
−Pα ||

||Pα ||
||

c∆0−∆0||

||∆0||

||
c∆1−∆1||

||∆1 ||

||µ̂0−µ0||
||µ0 ||

||µ̂1−µ1||
||µ1 ||

100,20,3 cLAD 10 0.411 0.313 0.321 0.108 0.093
LAD 0.913 0.552 0.592 0.193 0.188

cmLAD 0.534 0.391 0.403 0.142 0.137
cPFC 0.594 0.420 0.440 0.161 0.149
PFC 0.962 0.579 0.589 0.224 0.219

cmPFC 0.816 0.497 0.510 0.190 0.184
SAVE 0.982

cmSAVE 0.898
500,30,3 cLAD 10 0.331 0.312 0.320 0.156 0.159

LAD 0.846 0.555 0.572 0.263 0.275
cmLAD 0.412 0.369 0.379 0.189 0.198
cPFC 0.501 0.427 0.442 0.201 0.214
PFC 0.913 0.613 0.651 0.291 0.310

cmPFC 0.622 0.479 0.500 0.247 0.256
SAVE 0.946

cmSAVE 0.798
100,20,3 cLAD 30 0.429 0.333 0.341 0.123 0.106

LAD 0.966 0.601 0.632 0.267 0.243
cmLAD 0.581 0.429 0.453 0.170 0.158
cPFC 0.649 0.442 0.461 0.178 0.167
PFC 0.993 0.653 0.669 0.311 0.306

cmPFC 0.852 0.538 0.552 0.236 0.204
SAVE 0.998

cmSAVE 0.932
500,30,3 cLAD 30 0.360 0.3389 0.347 0.181 0.189

LAD 0.922 0.613 0.631 0.314 0.338
cmLAD 0.465 0.402 0.419 0.229 0.235
cPFC 0.550 0.462 0.479 0.240 0.251
PFC 0.987 0.673 0.701 0.375 0.400

cmPFC 0.663 0.499 0.525 0.293 0.302
SAVE 0.996

cmSAVE 0.854
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Table 5
True positive (TP) rate, i.e. proportion of correctly selected predictors, for ∆0 6= ∆1. All numbers are

means over 500 repetitions for each value of ny, the sample size in each group defined by Y , C the % of
censoring, p, the number of predictors and d, the true dimension of the model.

n, p, d %C cLAD LAD cmLAD cPFC PFC cmPFC
Z|Y normally distributed

100,20,1 10 .884 .752 .878 .828 .714 .798
2 .868 .738 .852 .814 .712 .786

500,30,1 .854 .718 .826 .836 .798 .822
2 .862 .728 .824 .828 .720 .818

100,20,1 20 .868 .672 .846 .798 .658 .778
2 .848 .704 .824 .802 .660 .772

500,30,1 .842 .686 .810 .826 .762 .776
2 .850 .736 .816 .838 .732 .782

100,20,1 30 .832 .636 .804 .768 .588 .752
2 .816 .618 .798 .752 .580 .736

500,30,1 .818 .616 .804 .798 .654 .766
2 .822 .660 .776 .804 .668 .760

Z|Y generated from mixture of normals
n, p, d %C cLAD LAD cmLAD cPFC PFC cmPFC

100,20,1 10 .845 .711 .829 .806 .709 .780
2 .819 .674 .799 .803 .675 .777

500,30,1 .808 .689 .753 .732 .644 .713
2 .811 .677 .759 .718 .631 .712

100,20,1 20 .814 .665 .792 .771 .640 .755
2 .778 .669 .761 .748 .658 .736

500,30,1 .781 .637 .736 .706 .621 .695
2 .786 .619 .718 .704 .609 .683

100,20,1 30 .762 .637 .741 .732 .615 .701
2 .753 .634 .739 .706 .621 .687

500,30,1 .758 .617 .716 .699 .603 .641
2 .743 .598 .694 .688 .575 .678
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Table 6
Prediction error and evaluation of estimation of α for cLAD, LAD, cmLAD, cPFC, PFC and cmPFC

based on five-fold cross validation for ny = 500, p = 30, d = 2 and 30% censoring.

outcome Y prediction error based on

QDA logistic regression
‖Pα−Pcα‖

‖Pα‖

Z|Y normally distributed
binary cLAD .121 .097 .458

LAD .194 .173 .816
cmLAD .138 .132 .569
cPFC .153 .152 .653
PFC .218 .211 .937

cmPFC .171 .169 .711
oracle (α′Z) .091 .091

categorical cLAD .126 .112 .394
LAD .287 .258 .843

cmLAD .184 .169 .515
cPFC .183 .167 .582
PFC .314 .288 .901

cmPFC .237 .225 .744
oracle(α′Z) .108 .109
Z|Y generated from mixture of normals

binary cLAD .219 .197 .541
LAD .272 .251 .896

cmLAD .246 .228 .517
cPFC .236 .224 .602
PFC .291 .286 .958

cmPFC .262 .253 .863
oracle (α′Z) .167 .149

categorical cLAD .206 .183 .466
LAD .273 .249 .887

cmLAD .231 .214 .601
cPFC .241 .216 .624
PFC .280 .266 .903

cmPFC .256 .228 .859
oracle (α′Z) .158 .126


